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Employer Brand

One of the definitions of a brand in the Concise Oxford Dictionary is 
‘to impress unforgettably on one’s mind’

Employment Branding – ‘is the hottest strategy in employment. It 
is one of the few long-term solutions to the shortage of talent 
problem. Whereas most employment strategies are short-term and 
reactive to job openings, building an employment brand is a longer-
term solution designed to provide a steady flow of applicants’

Dr John Sullivan, Professor of HRM – San Francisco State 
University
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Strong brands. What’s in?

Candidates and employees evaluate the package of 
functional, economic and psychological benefits  
provided by employment and identified with the 

employing company.
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Employer Branding: Google
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Employer Branding: Google

• Fortune Magazine has placed Google at 

the top of its list of the hundred best places 
to work

• Receive over a million applications every 
year from would-be employees

• Benefits they offer their employees at the 
Googleplex (their headquarters)

•Free meals, 24 hours a day

•Financial planning classes 

Entertainment on tap. free massage 
therapy, a gym, hair stylist, fitness classes, 
sauna, roller hockey and an outdoor 
volleyball court. company’s annual ski trip, 
movie day, summer picnic, Halloween and 
holiday party, health fair or quarterly group 
away days. 
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Advantages of a Strong Employer Brand

• Reduced costs associated with high turnover

• Reduced absenteeism

• Managers re-focused on business goals rather than recruitment 
activities

• Increased employee motivation, productivity and job 
satisfaction

• Consolidated image with employees, customers and 
shareholders

• Knowledge retained within hiring organisation

• Better customer service and shareholder return
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5 Pillars of a Strong Employment Brand

Clear Value 
Proposition

What is about 
the 

organisation 
that turns 
people on?

What are the 
tangible/ 
intangible 
benefits?

Synergy 
with 

Consumer 
Brand

Do we 
practice what 
we preach?

Authenticity 
& 

Consistency

Do we deliver 
what we 
promise?

Equal 
Opportunities 
Development 
Opportunities

Engender 
Loyalty

How 
committed is 
organisation 

to its 
employees?  
It has an 

affect on the 
vice-versa

Corporate 
Cultural 

Consistency

Creating a 
culture that 
doesn’t make 
people want 

to leave

Ron Lawrence – What is your employment brand?
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People Intelligence. Business Results.

©2011 SHL Group Limited

Building Employer Brand

Irina Zarina, SHL
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Recent SHL research has shown that half of UK adults (49%) have 

been left with a negative view of an organisation following an 

unsuccessful job application – and almost 1 in 5 (18%) of these 

have stopped doing business with a company as a result.

The results were drawn from a survey of 1,611 job candidates to 511 companies, 

including 255 retailers. Opinion Matters Research, March 2010
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Employer Brand: goal

� Оne of the main goals in defining your employer brand is to be able 

to attract the most appropriate talent and get it on board

� When a firm undertakes employer branding as a strategic activity, 

the   ‘product’ they are branding is the employment experience 

that the firm offers, and the   ‘customers’ of this brand and 

product are prospective and current staff
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Employer brand: criteria to meet

� consistent with the realities of the organisation

� different from those of competing employers

� attractive to members of the target audience

(Backhaus and Tikoo 2004; Ambler and Barrow 1996)
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Target groups 

*Taken from Nestle’s presentation on 

Corporate Resourcing, by Manuel Monge
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Top HR priorities. Shifting focus

2011 Global Assessment Trends Report, SHL Previsor
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Building Employer Brand: challenges

� First, an employer brand that conforms to an “ideal blueprint”

cannot reflect  the distinct the identity of a particular organisation

� Second, the research on which this blueprint is based has focused 

almost exclusively on the attributes sought by potential employees

� Current and potential employees tend to perceive an organisation’s

employer brand in different ways

� It suggests that methods used to study employer brand 

attractiveness in the context of recruitment may not be 

appropriate when studying the perspective of current employees
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Living the brand

Categories and sub-categories of attribute that influence the perceived attractiveness 

of an organisation’s employer brand, from the perspective of current employees

Motivating employees to “live the brand”: a comparative case study of employer brand attractiveness within 

the firm

Rachael Maxwell, Simon Knox, Cranfield University, UK

JOURNAL OF MARKETING MANAGEMENT, 2009
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Converting candidate into employee

On-boarding can last for as long 

as it takes to get the employee 

engaged and productive

Employer branding helps create 

a culture by communicating it, 

reminding and reiterating the 

important principles and by 

doing so set the mood for future 

action and behavior.
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On-boarding purpose

� Fast-tracking employees to a state of competence and engagement 

ensures each and every new headcount adds value.

� Effective on-boarding contributes to two important and distinct 

aspects of employee engagement:

• Alignment: How quickly and how effectively a new hire feels aligned 

with the organisation’s direction.

• Absorption: How quickly they become successfully immersed in the 

day-to-day activities of their job.
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On-boarding through attraction

� Do you have an employer branding strategy? 

– Have you considered how you can best use it to ensure your 

employees are made aware of you expectations and culture?

– Are you using Realistic Job Previews to instil strong sense of your 

organisation culture and values early in the attraction phase?

� Do you have a strategy to proactively contribute to the virtual 

personality of your organisation?
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On-boarding through selection

� Have you mapped out the points of interaction between you and 

your potential recruits?

– Have you ensured that the way each of these points of interaction is 

handled by your recruitment team translate into real ‘moments of 

truth’ where your organisation lives up to its employer brand? 

� Does your selection process include a values assessment?  

– Ensuring your new recruits have the predisposition to align with your 

organisational values will increase your retention rates.  

– Selecting people with a good alignment to your organisation values 

also reduces the time it takes for them to become engaged and to

start contributing to the business.

� Are you using fit-for purpose assessments?

– Are your assessments online, easily accessible,candidate friendly, and 

do they provide ample opportunity for practice? 

– Are you offering the candidate feedback on their selection 

assessments?  
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On-boarding through performance  management

� Have you set clear expectations early on about what success in the 

job looks like?

– Have you recognised in your performance goals that this person is a 

‘new hire’?
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On-boarding through learning & development

� Have you provided structured development support in the first few 

weeks?

� Have you given feedback on the selection process?  

– Why you recruited them

– What you believe their strengths to be in the context of the new role

– How you gleaned this from the assessment process and assessment 

instruments

– What you want them to achieve

– How their strengths will help here

– What are their development areas in the context of the new role

– Their own perspective on their development needs
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On-boarding through learning & development

� How you will support them bridge the gaps

– What resources (people and content) are available to help them 

develop.

� Have you used the assessments from the selection stage to provide 

insight into how to build the development plan?

– Competencies found to be lacking when assessed at recruitment can 

be highlighted and development plans put in place around these.

� Do you have an understanding of what drives this new hire? And 

have you worked out how you are going to increase their level of

engagement?
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Pre-Hire Assessment Usage and Plans for Use

� 2011 Global Assessment Trends Report, SHL Previsor

2011 Global Assessment Trends Report, SHL Previsor
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Tips to increase on-boarding efficiency

� Focuses on the individual’s learning styles and likely team strengths 

with a competency-based development planner based on 

personality style

� Focuses on what motivates individuals, highlighting specific actions 

that the manager can take to ensure the new starter is fully 

engaged and productive
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Employees – the talent to manage

� Activities to ensure people stay are to reward and recognize 

individual achievements:

– offer career development 

– good work environment

– evaluation of a manager’s ability to cultivate the talent in their team
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Post-hire trends 2011

2011 Global Assessment Trends Report, SHL Previsor
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Trends- Current workforce strategies

2011 Global Assessment Trends Report, SHL Previsor
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Questions

?

©2011 SHL Group Limited



Employment 

Branding
Philip Rybakov, HR VP, JTI

Chartered MCIPD



Why?
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“Russians Love 

Brands”



Very Important

33 %*

* 2010 Kelly Global Workforce Index



Top 5 *
(Ireland, UK, Italy, Poland)

* 2010 Kelly Global Workforce Index
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IMPORTANT: 

74 % Gen Y *

* 2010 Kelly Global Workforce Index
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COLLAPSE OF SUUNHAPPY STUDENTS



Do you have 

problems today?



Lucky old days
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Helps to build 

HR Credibility
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Main concern of 

CEOs*

* Accenture CEO Study 2010 
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Tobacco

Business



Brand is 

a promise







Start with your 

employees



Engagement?



C&B Offer?



Learning and 

Development 

Solutions?





Something 

Special?



EHS?



2200



1,5











Zero number of 

accidents



WHO

10,000







3000



13000



�� 67% of the participants reported an increase in 

ENERGY

� 67% of the participants reported an increase in 

FITNESS

� 42% of the participants reported a LOSS in 

WEIGHT

� 4,8 KG is a reported average WEIGHT LOSS

*GCC independent survey among JTI employees, October 2010.



Does your supervisor, or someone at 

work, seem to care about you as a 

person?*

*Gallup Q12



Thank 

you
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Trademark of mutual commitments 

MOVING FORWARD TOGETHER
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The trademark of mutual

commitment in six areas

Our ambition: To be aligned with or differentiated from 

benchmark practices in the various countries’ local job market.
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CAREER MANAGEMENT

Long-term, personalized career path.

Company Commitments Employee

CAREER CAREER CAREER CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIESOPPORTUNITIESOPPORTUNITIESOPPORTUNITIES

Mapping out possible 
career paths

Using your talent for the 
Company

SUPPORTS OF SUPPORTS OF SUPPORTS OF SUPPORTS OF 
PROFESSIONAL PROFESSIONAL PROFESSIONAL PROFESSIONAL 

GROWTHGROWTHGROWTHGROWTH

Provide Support throughout 
his\her career

Taking an active part in 
shaping

your career.

INDIVIDUAL INDIVIDUAL INDIVIDUAL INDIVIDUAL 
DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT 

PLANPLANPLANPLAN

Giving employees the 
means to

achieve their potential

Viewing changes of job, job
field or geographical location 

as
opportunities for professional

development
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LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

Organized learning at each step of your career.

Company Commitments Employee

ORIENTATION ORIENTATION ORIENTATION ORIENTATION 
COURSECOURSECOURSECOURSE

Giving all employees an 
orientation course when 
they enter the company

Viewing training and 
mentoring as the Company’s 

investment in your 
development

INDIVIDUAL INDIVIDUAL INDIVIDUAL INDIVIDUAL 
TRAINING PLANTRAINING PLANTRAINING PLANTRAINING PLAN

Drawing up an Individual 
Training Plan whenever an 
employee enters a new job

Making suggestions to help 
to acquire new skills

CONTINUS CONTINUS CONTINUS CONTINUS 
LEARING LEARING LEARING LEARING 

PROGRAMMPROGRAMMPROGRAMMPROGRAMM

Updating  ongoing training 
plan during Periodic 

Development Reviews

Making the most of every 
training

and development opportunity
offered by the Company
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MANAGEMENT QUALITY

A close, trusting relationship that empowers and develops each employee.

Company Commitments Employee

LEADERSHIPLEADERSHIPLEADERSHIPLEADERSHIP
Managers are required to set 
the example, be available and 
receptive, set high standards, 
embody the Group’s values

Putting the Group’s values into
practice on a daily basis and

shouldering the responsibilities
manager assigns

MANAGEMENT OF MANAGEMENT OF MANAGEMENT OF MANAGEMENT OF 
PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCEPERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE

Making it easier for individual
employees and the Group to

achieve their objectives

Helping carry out the team’s
decisions and achieve its

objectives

PEOPLE PEOPLE PEOPLE PEOPLE 
DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENT

Supporting managers by 
providing

training and measuring the 
Group’s

management quality

Building an open, trusting
relationship with your manager

by giving constructive
feedback
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JOB DESIGN

A position that encourages continuous improvement in serving our customers.

Company Commitments Employee

JOB DESCRIPTION JOB DESCRIPTION JOB DESCRIPTION JOB DESCRIPTION 
& ANNUAL & ANNUAL & ANNUAL & ANNUAL 

OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVESOBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES

Giving each employee a 
clear job

description

Being familiar with your job
description and your annual

objectives

PROVIDE PROVIDE PROVIDE PROVIDE 
LATITUDELATITUDELATITUDELATITUDE

Giving each employee a 
measure

of latitude, based on his/her
proficiency in the job

Having a responsible attitude
in doing your job

CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENTIMPROVEMENTIMPROVEMENTIMPROVEMENT

Leading a drive to speed up
continuous improvement

Upholding a continuous
improvement approach
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QUALITY OF WORK LIFE

Good working conditions in which you can put your talent to use.

Company Commitments Employee

SAFETYSAFETYSAFETYSAFETY
Keeping employees safe by

continuously improving safety
in the workplace

Following the Company’s safety 
rules and making sure others do  

the same

WORKING WORKING WORKING WORKING 
ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

Working to improve the 
workplace environment

Making sure that what you do and 
say helps to build and maintain a 
good working environment and 
atmosphere for you and your 

colleagues

COMMUNICATION COMMUNICATION COMMUNICATION COMMUNICATION 
WITH EACH OTHERWITH EACH OTHERWITH EACH OTHERWITH EACH OTHER

Fostering the ability to get
acquainted with one another

and developing
corporate social responsibility

Being open to employees’
diversity in the Company
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COMENSATION & BENEFITS

Fair compensation, based on your level of responsibility and your performance

Company Commitments Employee

COMMOM COMMOM COMMOM COMMOM 
REMUNERATION REMUNERATION REMUNERATION REMUNERATION 

PRINCIPLESPRINCIPLESPRINCIPLESPRINCIPLES
Using a fair compensation policy

Being prepared to make
suggestions to help define

objectives

COMPENSATION COMPENSATION COMPENSATION COMPENSATION 
BASED ON THE BASED ON THE BASED ON THE BASED ON THE 

MARKET & MARKET & MARKET & MARKET & 
INDUSTRYINDUSTRYINDUSTRYINDUSTRY

Giving compensation to each 
employee based on the 

individual approach

Achieving your individual 
objectives and contributing to 

those of the team and the Group

COMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANY’’’’S S S S 
SOCIAL SOCIAL SOCIAL SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITYRESPONSIBILITYRESPONSIBILITYRESPONSIBILITY

Providing all Group employees 
with a pension, health coverage 

and life insurance

Preparing the financial 
investments

for your retirement
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Next position…Current position (Diagram assuming a 5-year job duration)Previous position

1 year
5 years or 

morePost taking

Company dimension: people development

Key steps to developing a person

Create a 

job 

descriptio
n

Create a 

job 

descriptio
n

On job 

qualificatio
n

On job 

qualificatio
n

Rewrite job 

description for 

successor

Rewrite job 

description for 

successor11

Clarify the job 

requirements

22
Build ITP (individual 

training program)

Build ITP for 

successorOrganize in-

service 

training

55
Detect potential 

every year

BP/HP sheet BP/HP sheet BP/HP sheet BP/HP sheet BP/HP sheet

2 

years

3 

years

4 

years

33
Evaluate performance 

every year with 

annual performance 

reviews

APR APR APR APRAPR

44
Make a PDR

(periodical development 

review)

PDR PDR
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Recruitment approach

Our target: To hire people not for the job, but for the future 

careers in Michelin

Work with Universities: 

Internships, part-time jobs 

for the students, Challenge 

Bibendum, Students days

Recruitment Process: 

Clear structure, tests and 

business cases usage, 

involvement of experts and 

career managers; collective 

decision

Feedback: Structured 

feedback, possible career 

paths during job offer

Integration and Career 

Management processes
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“Employer Branding In the Spotlight:  

Outward & Inward Focus Basis BAT & MTC 

Experiences”

Presented by Talent Q  for  AEB HR  conference

May 19th, Marriot Grand, Moscow

By Katerina Rodyunina

Consultant & Senior Account Manager



Talent Q provides innovative

online psychometric assessments,

training and assessment consulting,

addressing talent management challenges

throughout the employee lifecycle

инструменты TQ»



Roger worked as a business psychologist since the 1960′s. In1972 he founded SHL (with Peter 

Saville), which became the world’s leading firm in the area of psychometric testing. As CEO of the 

SHL Group, he floated it on the London Stock Exchange, and grew it to have worldwide sales of over 

£70 million, 7500 clients, and 1,000 employees in 30 countries.

Roger retired from SHL in 2002, but continued his life-long passion for developing ground-breaking 

assessment products and extending the Talent Q global network until his recent passing in February 

2011. 

Talent Q International
founded by Roger Holdsworth



Psychometric

Tools

Dimensions
MultiVie

w

Element

s

Talent Q in Russia
Psychometric Solutions & HR Consulting

HR Consulting

Compete

ncy 

ModellingHR 

trainings

Assessm

ent

Centre

By 2004 Roger had developed innovative online assessment solutions that formed 

Talent Q Assessment Systems (TQAS) The Russian versions are fully adapted & 

standartised and are available for purchasing since 2009. 

Talent Q products are available in more than 30 languages.

Testing system 

that measures 

verbal, 

numerical and 

logical skills

System for 

assessing key 

personality 

attributes in 

relation to work

360º competency  

assessment

system



HR-consulting
Living Innovation

� Assessment Centers

� Competency Modeling

� HR Trainings & Certification

In addition to offering top-notch psychometric solution we’re ready to help 

our clients with extensive HR consulting portfolio:

We believe that it’s client challenges like these 

that allow us to remain one of the most 

flexible and innovative HR consulting 

companies.

� Custom-made HR-projects



Our clients in Russia



Answer that and: get and 

retain staff who will choose

to commit themselves to 

YOUR organization. 

EVP  - essentially embodying EB  

Why the total work experience 

at YOUR organization is 

superior to that at other 

organizations?

EB or 

EVP ... 

Employer Branding vs Employer Value 

Proposition



What’s In It For You? 

“Everybody wins” © not-House

•Attraction and retention of key talent

• HR agenda prioritisation

• Strong people brand selling itself

• Re-engage a disenchanted 

workforce where required

• Reduce hiring premiums

EVP

Hire

Retai

n

Keep 

inspiring



MTC:

Outward-focused EVP case (EB-shaped recruitment on  different 

levels)

Focus on your future & current staff
EVP applies to everyone in your company

BAT:

Inward-focused EVP case (corporate values promotion as part of 

overall HR strategy for employees)



start working for BAT?

•To distinguish BAT grad program from others

•To hire “BAT people”

•To make sure their decision is informed

•To increase company brand awareness

•To make it an experience for them

Will use an informative (both on the 

values and on the job specifics side) 

flash website game to present BAT 

brand  & grad program to applicants

EVP:

Why...

BAT
Gave the grad applicants answers to those pressing questions



really the company for me? Should I leave 

if a competitor offers more?

EVP:
Comprehensive & exciting  board 

game developed to make corporate 

values better known & lived

Is this...

MTC
Made corporate values easy to understand & relate to

•To make sure MTC people are kept & corporate 

values encouraged

•To be “on the same page”

•To make values easy to understand for everyone

•To make it fun  for all



Thank you for your time!
(If you’re incredibly creative, or

just have a great idea, or 

simply thought of a way to improve your 

company EVP/EB…please let us know 

We get very excited when something 

unusual comes up and would love to be a 

part of it.)



Leveraging online technology for 
Employer Brand promotion



British American Tobacco: who we are

� One of the leading international tobacco               
companies with 15% global market share

� The most international tobacco group with 
presence in over 180 markets

� About 60,000 employees worldwide

� 50 factories in 41 countries 

� Volume is some 900 billion sticks a year 

� Portfolio of 300 brands

� Every seventh adult smoker in the world 
chooses cigarettes made by British 
American Tobacco

� The world leader in tobacco leaf 
production



How EVP is linked with your brands?

Brands we sell Corporate Brand

Employer Value Proposition / 
Employer Brand



EVP is reflecting what is inside and outside

EVP Employees’

perceptions

Labour 

market 

trends

Competitors

Corp.

Brand

Business 

strategy
Inside 

story / 

Heritage



BRING YOUR DIFFERENCE



Changing world

• New professions, new 
ways of working

• No life careers

• Generation Y and Z 
increase in work force

• Increased use of 
communication, media 
and digital



Online media is all around

15 years ago

Libraries, morning paper

Fax, post, landlines

TV, VHS, walkman

Social clubs, penpals

Today

34,000 searches in Google per 

second

100 billion non-spam emails 

and IM’s sent per day

200 million mobile YouTube 

views per day

>85 million LinkedIn 

registered users 



Advertising has changed



To build strong management pipeline 
we have to engage all candidates’ target 
audiences

Though the majority of current Senior leaders joined company as Mid-

Career recruits we can not underestimate other audiences

Career Entry Point Breakdown, BAT Russia 

50%

12%

38%

Mid career recruitment Enrty level recruitment Management Trainee



Global career web-site is a centerpiece for 
telling our story outside



Online game for Graduates help us engage and 
motivate them from application

• Is located on our web-site for 

Graduates application and is 

accessible for everyone

• Demonstrates the way of working in 

international company and how each 

Business Function contributes to 

business result

• Not to assess Graduates, but to help 

them decide what will be exciting for 

them within BAT and choose the 

Function to apply correctly

• Simple, bright and entertaining and 

creates a technology- and youth-

friendly online employer brand



LinkedIn creates new-in-kind recruiting value 
by providing both broad reach and high quality 
candidate interaction 

• Career Page to tell about 
BAT as an Employer

• Access to Profiles of high 
calibre talents who are not 
in active search

•“Recommend a vacancy”
facilities

• Talent Direct Campaigns 
(direct mailing)

•Traditional advertising 
facilities (banners)

• Talent Insights research



Start conversation with global MBA community 
through dedicated online event 



How we benefit from technology in our 
recruitment activites?

..........
EVP image 

improvement

EVP image 

improvement

Creates a technology- and youth- friendly only employer brandCreates a technology- and youth- friendly only employer brand
Help in 

Graduate

Recruitment

Help in 

Graduate

Recruitment

Available jobs get filled faster due to social media’s higher usage rate and 

immediate response time

Available jobs get filled faster due to social media’s higher usage rate and 

immediate response time
Decrease 

Time to fill

Decrease 

Time to fill

Creating a solid candidate pipeline through social networks decreases 

the recruiting costs at the end of the day

Creating a solid candidate pipeline through social networks decreases 

the recruiting costs at the end of the day

Decrease in

Cost per hire

Decrease in

Cost per hire

No state and industry boundaries. No state and industry boundaries. 
Candidate 

Diversity 

Improvement

Candidate 

Diversity 

Improvement

Using social networks increases visibility and helps the EVP
image stand out amongst targeted prospects



Questions?: 

Elena Samoylova

elena_samoylova@bat.com



Employee Branding in the Spotlight –

Inward Focus based on MTS experience

AEB Conference 

May 19th 2011 

Vera Kudryashova,

Director, Department for HR Policy, MTS Group 

Marina Derevleva,

Director, Corporate University Department, MTS Group 



(место для проставления грифа конфиденциальности)

ОАО «Мобильные ТелеСистемы», г.Москва ул. 

Марксистская, д.4

1. Why MTS needs corporate values? 

2. PROSTO values 

3. Communications: Plan and channels 

4. PROSTO values introduction experience 

5. Your questions 

What we shall be discussing…

111



(место для проставления грифа конфиденциальности)

ОАО «Мобильные ТелеСистемы», г.Москва ул. 

Марксистская, д.4
112

Launching new corporate values: 

Goals and objectives 

Миссия компании: JUNE 2010

«We create the best customer experience» «One Step Ahead»

KEY OBJECTIVE:

STAFF INVOLVEMENT

In order to enable MTS customers and the company to be One Step Ahead, we need to create the best customer 

experience every day. The new corporate values – PROSTO will help us here. 

Company’s mission: Company’s slogan:

WHAT IS OUR FINAL GOAL:

MTS is one step ahead not only through the use of innovations and its leadership in advanced telecom 

technologies, but the employees as well. 

Being One Step Ahead and Creating the Best Customer Experience is more than words to our employees. It is 

their mindset and daily principle. 

MTS is a company with strong corporate culture. Each employee shares the company’s mission and uses the 

values in his daily work, setting the pace to his colleagues. 
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New values: PROSTO

Миссия компании:

Simple abbreviation that is easy to 

remember, showing that everything 

is easy in our company 

Step 1: Step 2:Setting forth the Values 

Implementation: introduction 

of  the values into the 

company’s life using various 

communication channels 

PROSTO (ПРОСТО) is:

Партнерство

Результативность

Ответственность

Смелость

Творчество

Открытость

Simple abbreviation Six values:

S Partnership

I Productivity

M Responsibility

P Courage 

L Creativity

E Openness
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How we deliver the new values?

компании:SIMPLY, intelligibly, in playful manner 

YES! ���� NO! ����

We are the leaders  who lead and inspire  

SIMPLY 

With humour, brightly, resourcefully, in playful 
manner 

Friendly, openly, easily 

No lecturing 

No undue familiarity 

No scandalous behavior 

No intrusion or aggression 
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Step 1:

TO LEARN

One week after 
launch 

Step 2:

TO 
UNDERSTAND

1 month after 
launch 

Step 3:

TO ACCEPT

2-4 months after 
launch 

Step 4: 

TO SHARE

Month 5 after 
launch 

Communications Plan

On a regular basis: Introducing all values into all HR practicesOn a regular basis: Introducing all values into all HR practices
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Communication channels 

and Plan of Activities 
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Best PROSTO video contest among the staff Motivating videos 

Wow-call

PROSTO posters in the offices 

Chain letters 

from the President 

www.prosto.mts.ru

Wall of achievements. Top 10 achievements shall be selected weekly based on voting results. 

Own-design T-shirt  shall be presented as a prize. 

Special 

newspaper edition
Communicating new mission and values through the corporate mass media 

Screen saver 

Content from 

Omlet.ru

Broadcasting the President’s 

speaking of PROSTO

Unique events in Macro Regions, countries, 

COMSTAR-UTS,MGTS, RTC 

Introducing all PROSTO values into all HR practicies 

Further web-site development. Contests and motivating activities 

Leaflet for newly employed. Book for the management

06/10

Launch date
To learn 

06-07/10

Month 1
To understand 

08/10 09/10 10/10 11/10 12/10

Months 2-4
To accept

Months 5+ 
To share 

Posters/

Printed 

materials 

Video

Emailing

Promo 

web-site 

Corp. 

mass media 

Multi media 

Gifts 

Events

HR 

practices 

Teaching 

step-by-step game 
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Launching the PROSTO 

values, June 2010

- Interactive web-site where the 

employees can learn more of 

the new values in playful 

manner 

- 15072 unique users 

Simply of the PROSTO 

newspaper 
Screen saver launch 

Promo web-site

www.prosto.mts.ru

TO LEARN
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Motivating activities at:

www.prosto.mts

- WOW-call with the VP, 

Commerce participating. 

Visiting the web-site for the first 

time and entering his/her 

mobile phone number, one is 

getting into the interactive 

media. 

- All employees received SMS 

message with the gift certificate 

code for Omlet.ru

Wow-call Gift to each employee Inspiring spot 

- Simply of the PROSTO announced by 

the President 

- One Step Ahead. Anyone is capable 

of super actions. 

- Anything is Possible. How difficult 

becomes simple. 

TO LEARN/

TO UNDERSTAND
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Motivating activities at:

www.prosto.mts

TO LEARN/

TO UNDERSTAND
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Motivating activities at: 

www.prosto.mts

Anything is Possible, 

Or How Difficult Becomes Simple. Video of M. Shamolin 

TO LEARN/

TO UNDERSTAND

You sometimes think: 

“It is so difficult”

and  cannot take the first 

step.  While actually 

everything is SIMPLE. 

You just need to believe 

in yourself. Difficult becomes 

simple  if you just do things, 

are keen to achieve, 

move ahead. 
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Motivating activities at: 

www.prosto.mts

TO LEARN/

TO UNDERSTAND
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TO LEARN/

TO UNDERSTAND

Motivating game activities at: 

www.prosto.mts

- Top 10 achievements selected 

weekly based on voting results 

- Gift to the winner – own-design 

T-shirt

- Solving easy tasks, the 

employees were playing 

scrabble using the new MTS’

values as words 

- Each employee was able to compose 

and print his/her individual 

statement of PROSTO behavior 

Professional 

achievements wall 
Scrabble Statement
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TO UNDERSTAND/

TO ACCEPT

Activities to introduce the 

values, June-August 2010

- All administrative offices 

around the country are 

decorated with PROSTO 

posters 

- The best spots shot by the 

employees were played at MTS 

birthday party 

Decoration  of 

administrative offices 

On-line conference with 

the President 

- President’s live answering to the 

employees‘ questions relating 

to new brand positioning and 

the PROSTO values 

The best PROSTO 

video contest 
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TO UNDERSTAND/

TO ACCEPT

Activities to introduce the 

values, June-August 2010
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TO SHARE 
Other activities, 

August-December 2010

- Playing 6 best PROSTO values spots shot by the 

employees 

- Team spirit creation and team building in 

extreme conditions, based on PROSTO 

values

PROSTO Trophy 
MTS’ Birthday –

PROSTO video spots 

TROPHY IS:
• Physical endurance 

• Team spirit 

• Demonstration of PROSTO 

values in extreme conditions 
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Unique activities in all Macro 

Regions and countries 

Ural
Employees’
team-building
conference 

TO SHARE 

North West
New Year 
PROSTO 
premiere

Moscow
Improvisational theatricals 

performed by the employees

Center
EASY with your 
own hands 

contest 

Volga Region
The best PROSTO 
situation contest 

Vladivostok 

Siberia
Air show 

South
What do you do 
easily? contest 

N. Novgorod

St. Petersburg 

Krasnodar

Moscow 

Yekaterinburg 

Novosibirsk 

Far East 
Paper Tower game
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Introducing PROSTO values 

into all HR practices 

� Development of a test to check compliance with the PROSTO values

Test to be taken by all candidates to MTS positions 

� Changing the criteria of annual and biannual assessment 

� Feedback survey among MTS divisions based on PROSTO values 

� Creation of teaching step-by-step PROSTO game based on the PROSTO 
values 

ON A REGULAR 

BASIS

ОАО «Мобильные ТелеСистемы», г. Москва ул. Марксистская, д.4
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Step-by-step 

PROSTO game 
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Objective - to ensure that all game 

participants understand and live the 

PROSTO values 

Aim – to be the first (individually or in team) 

to cross the Finish line after collecting the 

required set of PROSTO value badges 

A facinating tour to the world of MTS values 

ON A REGULAR 

BASIS
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The idea of the step-by-step 

PROSTO game 

The players shall move along the field/fields (1 to 6 depending 

on the time and number of players) winnning the PROSTO 

values in accordance with the dice selected (6 dices, one for 

each value) 

129

The rules for winning the the PROSTO values are in line 

with the vision of the values at MTS 

When on a situation check, a player will learn of 

actual situations where MTS employees 

demonstrate the PROSTO values. Each card will 

assess the value demonstrated in each specific 

situation, either positively or negatively (-3 to +3 

points). 

ОАО «Мобильные ТелеСистемы», г. Москва ул. Марксистская, д.4
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Game results 

� Learning of the PROSTO values

� Living the PROSTO values through understanding the 

dependence of moving along the field (to Finish and 

back to Start) from the positive or negative 

demonstration of a value (using the situation cards) 

� Forming the individual or team's game competence 

profile

� Participants' team building: fast and SIMPLE

130

Partnership

Productivity

Responsibility

Courage

Creativity

Openness 

ОАО «Мобильные ТелеСистемы», г. Москва ул. Марксистская, д.4
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Getting feedback 

- 70% of respondents in all MR 

gave positive response 

<<The content of the newspaper is 

encouraging, setting the creative and 

caring approach to one’s activity 

ensuring common target achievement :-)

>>

- 90% of respondents in all MR 

gave positive response 

- Each staff member using the option 

received a feedback within one day 

<<The company’s motto is PROSTO is wonderful! You start smiling as 

EVERYTHING in our life is very SIMPLE!!! You just need to wish and all the 

doors will open for you, all mountains will be conquered. We live in a wonderful 

time and are one step ahead! MTS is able to help its customers achieve any 

objectives!>>

ON A REGULAR 

BASIS

Survey on 

Simply of the PROSTO 

newspaper 

Survey on 

www.prosto.mts.ru

Feedback on 

www.prosto.mts.ru

December  2010
Conducting the surveys to understand  the level of 

understanding and sharing the PROSTO  values by MTS employees 

- 975 persons HAVE LEARNT the PROSTO values 

- – 807 persons fully SHARE the PROSTO values 

- 785 persons always USE the values in their work 

-

986 respondents, including:
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Jan Feb March April May NovOct DecAugJune July Sept

MTS + RTC Olympiad (3 phases + final)

PROSTO calendar 
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MTS’ steps 
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Complex of activities aimed at integration of new employees 

Further values 

introduction, 2011
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Drona was a unique archer and had many disciples. Once he placed a target on a tree 

and asked  his disciples as to what they saw on the tree. 

One said:

— I see a tree and a target on it. 

The other one said:

— I see a tree trunk, leaves, the Sun and the bird in the sky…

All others said nearly the same. 

Then Drona approached his best disciple Arjuna and asked:

— What do you see?

— I can see nothing except for the target, - was the answer. 

Drona turned to his other disciples and said: 

— Only such person can hit the target. 

Finally…

A PROSTO-style parable
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YOUR QUESTIONS ????
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